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Background

A partnership refers to the state of having shared interests and efforts. Both national Fulbright Associations around the world and US
Fulbright Associations share the same mission, social interests, and international challenges. Today’s context for international partnerships
has both heightened their importance and created new dimensions. The Fulbright Alumni community is a natural niche and context for
institutional partnerships that would support the Fulbright mission and goals. With the acceleration of globalization, the organized Fulbright
Alumni community must seek ways of designing, developing and implementing international partnerships to stress different levels of social
and educational needs. The roundtable proposal aspires to open discussions and deliberations on partnership possibilities to enhance the
Fulbright experience. It is expected that participants may offer suggestions and feasible collaborative efforts that would encourage small,
short-term to big, long-term partnership projects. Through partnerships, the Fulbright Associations and the US Fulbright chapters may benefit
and consequently would assist worldwide communities in extreme need.
Discussions Questions

1. Describe a possible partnership between YOUR association and an US chapter
2. What type of partnerships is feasible, viable and realistic to happen among associations?
3. What are some of the considerations the Fulbright Association and US chapters should take in order to make a social and
educational partnership happen?
4. A partnership can facilitate lifelong interaction among alumni and current participants worldwide. Please identify two major areas of
concerns that would impede the success of a partnership.
5. Based on the previous question, identify two major areas that would promote the success of a partnership.

